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January 2018 Spotlight on Employee Assistance 

 
EAPA announces new hires 
Greg DeLapp, EAPA CEO announced several new hires. Tonya Slawinski PhD, CEAP 
was hired to be the new Director – Education & Training after a comprehensive job 
search that included screening almost 70 applicants. Tonya is a former Vice President 
at R3 Continuum, has been teaching for over 20 years at the graduate level at the 
University of Pittsburgh, School of Social Work, and is an expert on Critical Incident 
Response having published in that area. Tonya will assume her new position on Feb. 1. 
 
In other news, Grace Barnhill was named EAPA's new Member Services Administrator 
as of January 1. She will be the new contact for all membership related activities. Jim 
Printup CEAP, formerly with the Oasis Group EAP, was contracted to be in charge of 
Development & Donor Relations, taking on his new responsibilities during the EAPA 
2017 Conference and EXPO. 
 
Exclusively for EAPA members: Affordable content marketing and PR 
Communicating the business value of an EAP has always been a challenge. Few 
smaller EAPs have the resources or expertise to effectively "get the word out." EAPA is 
pleased to announce that BackBone Inc., a marketing and public relations firm 
specializing in EAP, will provide cost effective content marketing and PR services 
exclusively to EAPA members at a 20% discount off their usual pricing.  
 
Services include social media optimization, press release writing and distribution, and 
other specialized services. If you are looking to tell your story, reach potential 
purchasers and meet your business, sales and marketing objectives, contact Charles 
Epstein at CHE@backboneinc.com. 
 
Asia Pacific Employee Assistance Roundtable (APEAR) Conference announced 
The 16th International APEAR Conference 2018 will be held in Bangalore, India on May 
3rd and 4th, 2018 at the Conrad Bengaluru. The theme for the conference is "EAP in 
the Modern Age: Employee Engagement." Now on its 16th season, APEAR's EAP 
Summit is an annual high-powered, two-day regional forum offering the highest 
standards of practice and continuing development for employee assistance 
professionals. In an engaging and intimate setting, expert presentations and plenty of 
networking opportunities ensure that participants leave with practical tools 
and key contacts. For more information visit http://www.APEAR.org/2018. 

http://www.backboneinc.com/Blog/wos-new-backbones-pr-initiative-eaps-stories-tell/
mailto:CHE@backboneinc.com
http://www.apear.org/2018
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Employee Assistance Digital Archive growing rapidly 
A free, publicly accessible site where employee assistance (EA) professionals can post 
original works, historical documents and other related papers or multi-media, has grown 
to more than 1,500 articles since the archive was created five years ago at the 
University of Maryland, Baltimore. The EA Digital Archive was created in 2013 by 
University of Maryland School of Social Work (UMSSW) Associate Professor Jodi Frey 
Ph.D., LCSW-C, CEAP, and Patricia Herlihy Ph.D., RN, founder of Rocky Mountain 
Research. The intent of the EA Digital Archive is to preserve important historical and 
current documents in the EA field as well as to provide an international depository for all 
significant articles, presentations, and related materials in the field. 
 
To date, more than 400 authors from around the world have submitted materials to the 
Archive and more than 3,000 people have visited the website https://www.eaarchive.org 
as global users seek to learn and use the Archive for research and personal learning. 
One does not have to be affiliated with UMB to use the site or submit to it. “Given the 
growing international presence of employee assistance, and unique contributions being 
made from multiple disciplines and professionals, the Archive fills a gap by providing a 
free and permanent space and place where students, professionals, practitioners, and 
really, anyone, can come to learn about the ever-changing field,” Frey said. 
 
New Directions Behavioral Health acquires E4 Health   
New Directions has announced the acquisition of E4 Health's assets, client base and 
employees. Lee Tuveson, president and CEO of New Directions noted, "By combining 
New Directions' long-standing employee assistance program with E4 Health's 
experienced workforce, innovative technology, and vast provider network, we will help 
employers, colleges and universities meet the physical and mental health challenges of 
their employees and students." E4 Health will continue to fully service its existing 
customers under the name E4 LLC, with the support and guidance of New Directions. 
 
K.B. Berry & Assoc., Inc. partners with HMC HealthWorks to expand delivery of 
programs  
K.B. Berry & Assoc., Inc., a healthcare cost containment consulting firm, and HMC 
HealthWorks, a 40-year veteran in healthcare management and EAP, announced a new 
partnership to expand delivery of HMC HealthWorks programs and drive an enhanced 
integrated care strategy to mitigate annual increases found in healthcare spending.  
 
HMC HealthWorks is improving the delivery of care and controlling of healthcare costs 
by identifying key health issues and areas of cost improvement when plan sponsors and 
their participants engage in its clinically-integrated models of care in chronic disease 
management, mental health and substance abuse care management, EAP and 
wellness programs, along with coordinated PBM initiatives.  
 
 
 

https://www.eaarchive.org/
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Kathy Gibson, LCSW, CEAP joins New Avenues, Inc. 
Kathy Gibson, a Licensed Clinical Social Worker (LCSW) and Certified Employee 
Assistance Professional (CEAP), has been named Coordinator of EAP Corporate 
Services for New Avenues, Inc. The announcement was made by Mary Kowalski, 
LCSW, President and CEO of New Avenues.   
 
Kathy is responsible for managing the accounts of the company’s EAP corporate 
clients.  In this role, she serves as a direct liaison with corporate clients in contracting 
and coordinating a full range of behavioral health and wellness services including 
training, health and benefit fairs, management consultations and critical incident 
response. Additionally, she will contribute to New Avenues’ sales and marketing efforts. 
 
EA Professional Spotlight 
 
Name and position: 
Andrea Lardani, Director at Grupo Wellness Latina.  
 
What do you like best about working in employee assistance? 
Working in employee assistance gives me the possibility of helping  people prevent a 
simple difficulty from becoming a complex problem - as opposed to what I experienced 
in my clinical practice. In my EAP work I can see, for example, how a mother improves 
her communication with her ten-year-old child after just a few telephonic sessions. 
 
As a clinical psychologist with many years of training in assessing and treating mental 
health disorders, most of the clients I saw in my private practice were individuals with 
high levels of distress and symptoms that caused functional impairment, such as 
depression, anxiety or substance abuse. It was too late for prevention. EAP practice 
gives us the chance to intervene in different stages of need that go from well-being 
promotion, to symptom prevention, to symptom reduction. This is what attracts me most 
about my work.  
 
What was your first EAP job? 
My first EAP job was 16 years ago when I joined a start-up. There were only two of us 
at that time, and my job included answering phone calls, handling intakes and referrals, 
providing telephonic counseling, writing newsletters, designing clinical files, working on 
red flag case protocols, delivering lunch and learns as well as recruiting and training 
affiliates!  
 
What do you find is the most challenging part of your job? 
One of the biggest challenges in my job today, and in the EAP field in general, is related 
to incorporating new technology to deliver EAP services with the same level of 
effectiveness and confidentiality. In Latin America, as in most of the developing 
countries, we have the added challenge of gearing towards innovation with less 
resources. 
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At the same time, we need to consider that certain areas or populations do not have 
good Internet connection or devices, so traditional modalities of services should be 
combined with innovation. A related challenge is motivating and training our affiliates to 
include new technology, such as online counseling, to deliver services.  
 
Another big challenge is having more local research to show employers in Latin 
America that investing in their employees’ health and well-being benefits their business.    
 
What inspires you? 
Studying and researching about interventions to increase health and well-being in 
individuals, schools and organizations inspires me professionally at this time of my 
career. After many years of studying how to help people who suffer, I feel motivated in 
finding evidenced based resources to increase well-being. 
 
Fortunately, positive psychology authors have contributed numerous studies in this 
matter and reading them has inspired this direction. I enjoy giving lunch and learns at 
companies about this topic as well as training psychologists, psychiatrists, and EA 
professionals. At the same time, this inspires me in my personal and family life.  
 
 


